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Two models are given of branching transport processes that converge to branching Brownian 
motion starting with one initial particle. The martingale problem method is used. 
1.. Introduction 
Bensoussan, Lions and Papznicoiaou [l] have investigated asymptotics for 
branching transport processes. In their scaling the initial number of particles goes 
to infinity. Aside from the physical relevance of this scaling, it compensates 
for the collapse, due to the time scaling, of the branching process originated by 
each initial particle. The purpose of this note is to point out that it is also possible 
to scale in such a way that the branching transport process evolving from one 
initial particle converges to a branching diffusion. The idea is to have many 
more scatterings (direction changes only) than branchings. We present here 
two simple models, chosen to bring out the scattering and branching aspects. 
These models can be extended to several dimensions, space depcndencc, 
and more general motions between scatterings. We use the martingale 
problem method, adapting ideas of Fap,nicolaou, Stroock and Varadhan [S]. 
Thorough understanding of our paper requires reading tltre relevant parts 
of [5]. An area of rela.ted interest is branching Brownian motions with infinkely 
many initial particles (e.g. [2, 33). 
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ranching transport processes and limit theorems 
We consider particles moving on the line R, one initial particle starting from the 
origin at time 0 in direction y( = 1 or -1) and continuing with constant speed u > 0. 
The particles will change direction and split according to the two models described 
below. Let x(t) and y(t) denote respectively the positions and directions of all 
particles present at time t. The state space for the branching transport process 
(x( l ), y(* )) is !_lz=i Etnr, where E(“) is the symmetrized Cartesian product of 
E = R x (1 ‘i -1) with itself n times (we omit writing an extinction point). 
Two time model. Let r1 and Q be independent exponentially distributed random times 
with respective parameters A 1 and AZ, and let 7 = min(q, 72). If 7 = 71, at this time the 
initial particle going in direction y scatters in the following way: it continues in the 
same direction y with probability p or changes to direction ‘- y with probability 
1 -p (p < 1) If T = 72, at this time the initial particle going in direction y branches in 
the following way: it splits into n particles with probability pn, n = 0,2,3, , . . , and 
the n (n > 1) new particles choose directions according to a distribution 
/4dy’ , . . . , dy”), depending on y, which, as will be seen, need not specify. The new 
particles evolve independnently in the same way. 
We scale by replacing u and A 1 by U/E and A ,/E 2, E > 0 very small, and leave AZ, i.e. 
we increase the speed and decrease the mt:an scattering time in the usual way but 
maintain the branching time. Let (x’( a), yF ( - )) denote the branching transport 
process so scaled. 
Theorem 11. The two time branching transport position process x’ ( - > cmverges weakly 
as E + 0 FO branching Brownian morion with variance parameter v 2/A I( 1 - p), particle 
lifetime distribution exponential with parameter AZ, and partLcle production law 
pnr n = 0,2,3, . . . . 
Asymptotic criticality model. Let r be an exponentially distributed random time with 
parameter A. At time 7 the initial particle going in direction y splits into n particles 
with probability pnt n = 0, 1,2, ,. . . y The case n = 1 represents a scattering but is 
considered here as a splitting. For n = 1 the (new or same) particle continues in the 
same direction y with probability p or changes to direction - y with probability 1 -p, 
and for n > 1 the new particles choose directions according to a distribution 
/.4dy1 , . . . , dy”) as before. The new particles evolve independently in the same 
way. 
The scaling replaces v and A by V/E a.nd A/E~ as before, but in addition we change 
p,* to P!?, with (py))“‘* +a, O<a < 1, and pf)/~~ + n,, n f 1, as E + 0. The latter 
implies p:“’ =+ 1 and p’,” + 0, n # 1, as E -+ 0, i.e. the particle production law is 
asymptotically critical. This is another way of having many more scatterings than 
bran~bings. Let (x’( - f, y “( - )I denote the scaled branching transport process. 
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~~~~~~rn 2. The asymptotically crit%ical branching transport position process xF t -1 
converges weakly as E -* 0 to branching Brownian motion with var:‘ance parameter 
v’/A(l -p), particle lifetime distribution exponential with parameter -A log a, arid 
particle production law Q,, = -a,/log a, n = 0,2,3, . . . . 
emarks. (1) The two branching transport models can be obtained from each other 
and both theorems can be covered by a single one via an appropriate notation. 
However, we prefer to separate them in order to single out the two different scalings 
and different limits. In the asymptotic criticality model the partisle lifetime dis- 
tribution and particle production law in the branching transport process interact to 
yield the limiting lifetime distribution and production law; moreover, the asymptotic 
criticality of the production law refers to the branching transport process, and the 
production law of the limiting branching Brownian motion may be critical, subcriticaf 
or supercritical (this is because in the branching transport process a scattering, 
corresponding to n = 1, is taken as a special case of splitting, but in branching 
Brownian motion n = 1 is not considered). 
(2) In both models the choice of directions after spfitting according to L:, is 
irrelevant in the limit. This is due to the decoupling in the limit of the position and 
velocity processes caused by the ergodicity of the direction process (see [S] for a 
discussion of decoupling). 
3. Proofs 
We use the martingale problem method [6] as in [5] (these works don’t involve 
blanching but their methods can be adapted), leaving to the reader the verification uf 
precise definitions and standard technical details. 
Two time model. One can show in a direct way that the infinitesimal generator .Y of 
the Markov process (x’( . ), y”( * )) is 
where, for a real function f smooth with compact support on ~,J?“’ properly 
topologized we have, restricted to EC” ‘, 
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W(Ch, Yl), * * * , (&I, y?m= 
=A2kf,m;lPm a-* I I [f((h, ylh . * . , (xk, y’), .. . 3 (xk, y”), * . . 
. . . , (xn, yd))-fNx1, YI), . . . , (xm yn))hr(dyl,. . ., dy”). 
9 represent he linear motion, 2 the scattering and X the branching. 
Now we apply the martingale problem method [S] (an adapfation of The.orem 2.1, 
p. 12, and Theorem 2.4, p. 44). We do some of the steps here as an illustration of this 
nice technique. Occasiomrlly we restrict to ~5’~’ to simplify notation. 
Left B( t, y, A ; x j Qemte the probability transition function of the Markov process 
generated by $ with x considered as a parameter, i.e. 
P(t, y, {+y}; xj = a( 1 *ee-2”1(1-p)‘j. 
This is an ergodic process with invariant measure 
F’!(y); x) = I 1 ifykl, 1 2 ify=-1, 
the centering condition yp(dy ; x j =. 0 holds, and the recurrent potential kernel is 
<t31, P. 43) 
I 
00 
44Y,{*YM= 
I 
[W, y,{iyk xl-&*Y); x)ldt 0 
1 
= *4h,(l-p)’ 
Let f‘ be a real smooth function with compact support o,n UT= 1 R”*‘, i.e., depend- 
ing on positions only, and define f’ on UT=1 ECn’ by [S, p. 201 
I%, y)=f(x)+e$:“(X, Y)+E2$:2)(-b y), 
where 
and 
15, %, y) = 1 +(y, dz; x)uz g(x) = 21 ;;y_+ ;$x), 
’ 1 c. 
!f$Yx, Y) = 
I 
W,d.x xM&, 21, 
with, letting g(x, y) = f(x), 
A&, y) = W)“k y) +Xg(x, y) 
, 
-g(((x, y)NlCc,(dy ‘3 .. . 3 (1~“‘) 
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which we denote A&x) because it does not depend on y. (Observe that CL,, disappears 
because g dloes not depend on the y’). 
Define ([_“;I, p. 43) 
L@[x) = 
I 
P(dz ; x)/$(x, z), 
hence gf(x j = A&). In general, on E’“), 
+A2 i ‘-. k=l i?,,, pmcf(h, - . . 9 f&v . ‘,-, xk,) . , . , x,,)) 
tn times 
-f(h - - - f &))I. 
We are following the procedure indicated in the remark in [5, p, 191: 
where $f = 0 because 9 operates on y only, and *y’, 4)” are the sslu~ ion of 
Hence 
PfE =gf+O(E). 
Weak sequential compactness of {x’( - )} can be proved accordi)Ig to the following 
argument: Weak sequential compactness of (xc‘ ( - )} is destroyed by large oscillations 
in small time intervals. Mow, oscillations of xE ( 9 ) are due to oscillations of the p ‘ocess 
restricted to R’“‘, n fixed (i.e., no branching) or to branchings (changes in ,U ). For 
{xE(-)} restricted to R(“) the method of [5, p. 171 applies and gives :ompactncss, and 
the branchings don’t produce large oscillations in small time int::rvals because the 
times between consecutive branchings don‘t go to 0, 
To identify the limit we have that, because (x’( - ), yF ( - 1) is a Markov process with 
infinitesimal generator olip”, 
I 
M,&)=l’“(x’(f), y’(t)b-f’(x, yk- A?“f’Lr’(P). J++ dr 
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is a martingale starting at ~E(x, y). Substituting fF = f + &r) +z ‘$i2’ and LZ’“f” = 
L@ + O(e) we obtain, for s < t, 
It follows as in [5, pa 18] that for any weak limit X( * ) of {x”( - 1) as E -)O, 
is a martingale starting at f(x), i.e. X( l ) is a diffusion with infinitesimal generator 2, 
i.e. x(. ) is the branching Brownian motion described in the theorem (see [3] for the 
uniqueness of the so1urion of ,he martingale problem corresponding to a generator of 
the type of L?). 
Remarks. (I ) for f of the form f((xi, . . . , x,)) = f (x 1) . . . f(x,), our linear generator LZ 
reduces to the nonlinear type considered by Ikeda, Nagasawa, Watanabe [4]. 
(2) For scattering in several dimensions, in general one does not have explicitly the 
transition function for 8; and hence the recurrent potential kernel; therefore our 
present method of pr.oof, which consists essentially in following the steps of [SJ, 
cannot be extended directly. 
Asympmic criricaiity modei. The infinitesimal generator of (x” ( l ), yE ( - )) is 
where 
•~f(h, yr3,. . *, kl, y,))) 
=A il: z: %I *. * ILi(((xi,Yl),...;~~~rYl~,*.*t(X*,ynl) ,... 
k=l r,r*l E 
. . . , CL y,a)k-f((h ~11,. . . , (x,,, yn)))]l*Yr(dyl,. . . , dy”). 
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(Observe that the operators 9” and X’ now have an E dependence, but this causes rsa 
problem in tak:ng the limit.) 
l , 
The same procedure used> a.bove shows that xE ( e ) converges weakly to bran~hi&g 
Brownian motion with infinitesimal generator , 2.‘. . . . q . 
$%x1, -* * , &J = 
V2 
” c- a2f (bl, * * l , &H :2h(l -p) k=l a& 
I 
In order to verif:y the statement concerning the limiting particle lifetime dis-, 
tribution, let N(t) denote the renewal function associated with T, i.e. W(r) =+;’ ‘, 
max(k: CfGl Ti s tj, where rr, 72, . . . , are independent and distributed as r, and let 6 
‘denote the time until extinction (n = 8) or a real split (n 32) of the initial parti&in 
the (x” (. ), y ” ( v )) process. It is easy to show by conditioning on the number, of 
iscatterings that 
hence, using the renewal theorem, 
lim p[*E > $1 =E aA’ =: e-‘+ ‘Ogajr, 
E'O 
i.e. .rE converges weakly to the exponential distribution with parameter --A log Q. 
For the limiting particle production law we nole first that 
(p:‘y2=l 1--,E2 L?r;*1 P2/E2 
1 m # l] 
6-4 
Finally, in the above expression for .J$? rnult~R~y A by --log /p an 
-log LZ in the branching part of the operator. 
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